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Abstract— In this paper, a FACTS device that is flexible ac transmission system device is used to improve the power factor of a 

system which has a lagging power factor due to an inductive load. The type of FACTS device that is used in Thyristor switched 

capacitor. The time difference between voltage and current pulse are measured and fed to pins of microcontroller where it 

commands the shut capacitors to operate and compensate. Back to back SCR are used in parallel in order to control the shunt 

capacitors 

Keywords—Power factor, SCR, shunt capacitors, SVC, Thyristor switched capacitor. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
There has been increase in demand of electrical power. In most of the places inductive loads are used. Inductive load causes increase in 

load current because of the amount of the reactive power that inductive load requires. Increase in load current causes decrease in efficiency of 

the system and increases the system losses. Depending on the type of load, power factor changes. Due to this change in power factor it causes 

customers to pay more electricity bills and receive penalties from the utility company.  

In order to maintain the power factor capacitors are used as compensators for inductive load. But in real time load changes time to time so 

using fixed capacitors would over compensate the system causing increase in voltage leading to damage of the system.  

In order to overcome this problem FACTS devices have come into picture. They make use of power electronics in order to continuously 

adjust and compensate the reactive power of the system by switching on and off. There are various FACTS devices such as Thyristor 

switched capacitor, thyristor controlled reactor, combination of TSC and TCR, etc. FACTS devices reduces harmonics, corrects the power 

factor, easy to implement and control. In this paper we mainly will focus on TSC type SVC. 

2. SVC Thyristor Switch Capacitor 

SVCs are part of the flexible AC transmission system device family which regulates voltage, compensate power factor, reduces 

harmonics and stabilizes the system. A synchronous condenser is a rotating electrical machine, a static VAR compensator has no significant 

moving parts other than internal switchgear. Before the invention of the SVC, synchronous condensers or switched capacitor banks were 

used to achieve power factor compensation. The SVC is an automated impedance matching device, which is designed to operate the system 

with nearly unity power factor. SVCs are used in two main situations: Firstly, near power system in order to regulate the voltage of 

transmission. Secondly, near large industrial loads so as to improve power quality.  

The majority of Static Var Compensators have similar controllable elements. The most common ones are,  

 Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR)  

 Thyristor-Switched Capacitor (TSC)  

 Thyristor-Switched Reactor (TSR)  
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Figure1: Types of SVC 

 

 

 

3. Block Diagram 

 

 

Figure 2: Block diagram 

 
The block diagram as shown above for reactive power compensation includes CT, PT, Microcontroller, Optocoupler, Capacitors, 

etc. In order to calculate power factor digital voltage and current signals are needed. For voltage signal is taken from mains and is converted 

into pulsating dc by bridge rectifier and is passed to comparator that will give digital voltage signal. For current signal it is converted into the 

voltage signal by taking the voltage drop of the load current across resistor of 10 ohms. This A.C signal converted into digital signal. These 

digitized voltage and current signals are sent to the micro-controller. The micro-controller calculates the time difference between the zero 

crossing points of current and voltage, Which determines the range of power factor. Micro-controller sends information regarding time 

difference to the LCD display. Depending on the range it sends the signals to the opto-isolators that switches ON back to back SCRs. By this 

the power factor will be improved. 

 

4. Hardware Description 

An arrangement with supply source 230v, one  lamp, 2  low value resistors of 10R/10W  for measuring current ,a choke are all 

connected in series. Capacitors are connected in parallel through SCR switches to improve the power factor .When the by-pass switch is 

off, the choke acts as an inductor and same current will flow in both 10R/10W resistors. A CT is used at the primary side of which is 

connected to the common point of the resistors . The other point goes to the one of the common point of a DPDT S1 switch. When the 

DPDT  switch is moved  to right the CT connects  across left 10R/10W and the voltage drop proportional to the current is sensed by it to 

develop increased voltage at its primary. This voltage is given to the current sensing circuit.  

When the DPDT  switch is moved  to left  the CT connects across right 10R/10W and the voltage drop proportional to the current is sensed 

by it to develop increased voltage at its primary. Voltage drop across both 10R/10W are same since no capacitor are switched on. This 

voltage drop is proportional to lagging current. Thus the primary voltage from the CT provides lagging current reference to the current 

sensing circuit. The power factor is then calculated when the time difference of zero current reference that the micro controller control 
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circuit gets is compared with zero voltage reference Depending on the time difference required no. of SCR switches are switched on ,there 

by switching capacitors till the power factor is near unity. Once the capacitors are switched on the right 10r/10w  current becomes 

compensated while the current flowing through left 10R/10W  remains unchanged which is the lagging current.    

Hence depending on the switch S1 position one can sense the lagging current or the compensated current. In case a linear load is required 

switch by-pass is closed so that it by-passes the choke  and the CT in this case reads unity power factor.  

 

 

Figure 3: Power factor layout design 

 

 

5. Results 

 

Microcontroller sends information about time difference between current, voltage and power factor to the LCD display to display them. 

Depending on the range microcontroller sends the signals to the opto-isolators which will turn switch ON back to back connected SCRs. 

Thus, the required numbers of capacitors are connected in parallel to the load thereby improves the power factor.  

 

 
Figure 4: Hardware implementation without switching on of capacitor 
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Figure 5: Hardware implementation with switching on of capacitor 

 

6. Conclusion 

 Hence, from the project it seen that Thyristor switch capacitors are one of the effective way in improving the power factor of the circuit. 

It is cheap. The system in the project had controller which was in series with the inductor and in parallel with the capacitor it was possible to 

vary the amount of inductance and capacitance in the circuit and hence was possible to achieve unity power factor. 
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